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NEW QUESTION: 1
The dual-controller storage system generally contains a mirror
channel, and data written to the storage system cache will be
written through the mirror channel Into the peer controller.
A. FALSE
B. TRUE
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to configure an SDN network controller for the SCVMM
test environment.

What should you do first?
A. In SCVMM, create a dedicated host group for Det-Server3,
Det-Server4, and Det- Server5.
B. In SCVMM, create a dedicated host group for Det-Server6,
Det-Server7, and Det- Server8.
C. In AD DS, create a security group and add Det-Server3,
Det-Server4, and Det-Server5.
D. In AD DS, create a security group and add Det-Server6,
Det-Server7, and Det-Server8.
Answer: B
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/system-center/vmm/sdn-controll
er?view=sc-vmm-1801

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

B
D
A
C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
An ESX host is added to a distributed switch but is never seen
as a module in VSM. Given below configuration from VSM, what is
the cause of this issue? (Choose two.)
VSM# show svs domain SVS domain config: Domain iD. 111 Control
vlan: 500 Packet vlan: 501 L2/L3 Control modE. L2 L3 control
interfacE. NA Status: Config push to VC successful.
A. Missing VLAN 501 on Switch1 trunk to Switch 2
B. Interface VLAN 500 is missing on Switch1
C. Missing VLAN 500 on Switch1 trunk to Switch2
D. VLAN 500 is not created on Switch2
E. Interface VLAN 501 is missing on Switch1
F. VLAN 111 is missing on all switches
Answer: C,D
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